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HYDE fans have been waiting for this Japan tour, starting December 26th. Tickets on sale now! The title of the tour is HYDE LIVE 2020-2021 ANTI WIRE and there will be 11 shows in 7 cities. The tour will visit Kanagawa, Aichi, Osaka, Miyagi, Tokyo, Fukuoka and Hokkaido, in that order, and will last for about three
months until the end of the tour on Saturday, February 13, 2021. Registration period to buy tickets first Wednesday, November 11, 23:59 [TIME / JPN]. The Play Guide advances fastest Advance Pia Pre-reserve has started. Your chance to buy tickets is now! The content is an acoustic show with a stone flavor. They will
give their fans the best performance they can give right now. The arrangement is very good. It was performed at HYDE LIVE 2020 Jekyll &amp; Hyde, a five-day event held at ZEPP HANEDA, September 2020. Didn't expect to see you again in 2020. This show will be held in an arena with 50 percent of the audience in
attendance. We look forward to seeing you again. Let's have fun together! ※COVID-19 Request to customers to prevent the spread of infectious diseases ※ HYDE LIVE 2020-2021 ANTI WIRE SPOTHYDE - ANOTHER MOMENTHYDE LIVE 2020-2021 ANTI WIRE Date Confirmed! HYDE will perform 11 acoustic shows
for HYDE LIVE 2020-2021 ANTI WIRE to celebrate his 20-year solo career! Check out hyde live 2020-2021 ANTI WIRE special website: HYDE -HY IT OUT; Digest MovieHYDE New Single -LET IT OUT-IS OUT on Nov 25, 2020 !! Japan's most powerful rock artist, HYDE (L'Arc~en~Ciel, VAMPS), is back with his take on
the legendary Duran Duran song, Ordinary World. HYDE's unmistakable voice not only magnifies the nostalgia and emotion of this classic song, but brings it to a place that only HYDE can... tell us what you think in the comments. #HYDE ——————————Subscribe to HYDE's Official Artist Channel!: Follow Him!
HYDE Official Website: HYDE Facebook: HYDE Twitter: HYDE Instagram: HYDE Spotify: Official website HYDE sells original Stay Home! Goods. This is #Stay Home, life to go out restrained on COVID-19. Goods were designed to live a positive life in now. The words have been changed to #ENJOY HOME. All goods
made designed by HYDE. All 4 items for sale. All profits of the CHARITY TOTE BAG (1300 yen including tax) will be donated to the COVID-19 Emergency Support Fund conducted by the Nippon Foundation. The purchased bag is a large eco bag that can be used for shopping. Last day of sale is until 23:59 [JPN] on
Sunday, May 31, 2020. You can buy hyde's official merchandise store, VAMPROSE STORE. Shipping is scheduled for the end of June 2020. CHARITY TOTE BAG Mask that can be washed and used many times. Material is polyester, urethane With muzzle thread. Japanese rock star HYDE will hold, HYDE LIVE 2019
ANTI FINAL 1st day (December 7) world premiere [Part 2] has been decided. Internet movies service HYDE CHANNEL in niconico (niconico films HYDE management channel, monthly fee 880 yen including tax) is for members, It will be broadcast from 18:30 on May 10 (JPN). A heartfelt gift prepared by HYDE for fans.
Private video will be broadcast for 24 hours only. There are no plans to release it. The final performance of this fall's US tour Columbus just before hyde live 2019 ANTI FINAL will also be broadcast. HYDE LIVE 2019 ANTI FINAL DAY 1 World Premiere [Part 2]It airs from 18:30 ON 10 MAY(JPN)18:30 HYDE Live on
Express Live!, Columbus &amp; MV19:00 HYDE LIVE 2019 ANTI FINAL 1st day Japanese rock star HYDE will hold, HYDE LIVE 2019 ANTI FINAL 1st day (December 7) world premiere [Part 1] has been decided. Internet movies service HYDE CHANNEL in niconico (niconico films HYDE management channel, monthly
fee 880 yen including tax) is for members, It will be broadcast from 18:30 on April 30(JPN). A heartfelt gift prepared by HYDE for fans. Private video will be broadcast for 24 hours only. There are no plans to release it. The final performance of this fall's US tour Columbus just before hyde live 2019 ANTI FINAL will also be
broadcast. Two weeks have passed since the emergency was declared in Japan. The world is doing its best now. We thank healthcare professionals around the world. Thank you very much. You know, we should see each other again one day! Please stay safe. 6:30 pm (6:30 pm) HYDE Live on Express Live !,
Columbus &amp; MV6:60 pm (19:00) HYDE LIVE 2019 ANTI FINAL Day 1 World premiere [Part 1] OPENING6:66 PM (19:06) HYDE LIVE 2019 ANTI FINAL Day 1 World Premiere [Part 1] LIVESTART HYDE CHANNEL vol.1 2HYDE LIVE 2019 ANTI FINAL DAY 1 World Premiere [Part 1]It will be broadcast from 19:00
(6:60) on April 30(JPN)The idea of HYDE was adopted and the live start will be at 18:66 (19:06). As a result, the location video will begin at 6:60 pm (7:00 pm). Transmission start has changed from 18:30 (18:30). HYDE's new single INTERPLAY is charted in the Breaking Hard Rock (149 songs) playlist by Apple Music, a
fixed-rate streaming service. Ozzy Osbourne, Deep Purple, Evanescence, Bring Me the Horizon, Palae Royale and more. Apple Music has a 3 month free trial after signing up for Apple membership, and 3 are three types of pricing plans in JAPAN. There is a personal plan of 980 yen per month, a family plan of 1,480 yen
per month (up to 6 families can use it), and a student plan of 480 yen per month (student discount). —Apple Music, iPad Apple Watch, Android Google Play — The world is now battling the new corona virus (COVID-19). Countries recommend self-control of the event. I think the artist support that can be done at this
time is to debut in the age of digital services. Let's get started, listen to music at your house. This does not interfere with the culture of music. Looking back at HYDE in 2019, there are actually 96 live shows. He's doing it really hard. There are 48 performances in the United States, 5 performances in Asia, 26
performances in Japan, 5 performances in the acoustic concert KUROMISA, and 12 performances in music festivals and events. The current HYDE can't be talked about without live performances, and so much live is at its core, which delights fans. HYDEPARK 2019 (Zepp Tokyo), which HYDE performed for four days
after the 2019 Tour Finals. The area was divided into 4 areas (exhibition area, merchandise area, screen area, HYDE hometown Wakayama product area), and an interactive theme park was held. It is a popular event for fans who can immerse themselves in the deep world of HYDE. One of these areas, the video aired
on the screen area, will be the world's first on the Internet from 22 March,Sun19:00 [JPN] on HYDE CHANNEL (niconico video HYDE operating channel, 880 yen per month including tax) Published. The content is HYDE Christmas Concert 2017 -KUROMISA TOKYO- Digest which was shown only at HYDEPARK 2019
location. And HYDE Documentary, a documentary video that follows the trajectory of HYDE, whose solo reboot from 2018. This video was only given to those who participated in HYDEPARK 2019. You can watch it for the first time in the world! Please take a look at this possibility. [Program Information] HYDE CHANNEL
vol.11 HYDEPARK 2019 HYDE DOCUMENTARY FIRST BAN IN HISTORY[Date] 22 March, Sun,2020 19:00- broadcast[Program page] HYDE CHANNEL official HYDE – Believe in myself New single CD released March 18, 2020 HYDE – INTERPLAY New single CD released March 18, 2020 Check here for download
distribution and purchase – HYDE will release a new single CD believe in myself/INTERPLAY on March 18, 2020. The digital distribution of the song BELIEVING IN MYSELF has already started and can be downloaded. In addition, the new song BELIEVING IN MYSELF was selected as a film by Tokyo Marathon 2020.
The highlight image has given people a lot of excitement. Another song, INTERPLAY became the theme song to Fist of the North Star: Ken's Rage on a pachislot. Fist of the North Star: Ken's Rage is a popular action game for PlayStation 3 and Xbox 360. Both of these songs were sponsored. The limited release release
CD contains 2 songs and DVD. Yhe landscape is also attached, so fans need to see it. Limited edition / CD &amp; DVD / Buy on Universal online store, CDJapan, HMV or Amazon CD believe in me SELFINTERPLAY DVD believe in myself music video belief in myself making-ofINTERPLAY music video Digital edition
There are differences in the attachment depending on the store where the CD is purchased. Clear files are available at VAMPROSE STORE, Sheets are available on Amazon, and posters are available at Universal music and HMV stores etc. Since it is the first gift, let's reserve a CD early. HYDE is the lead singer of
Japanese rock band, L'Arc-en-Ciel ( ) and VAMPS ( ). The compilation of the album ANTI will be held at HYDE LIVE 2019 ANTI TOUR FINAL (December 7-8, Chiba-Makuhari Messe International Exhibition Hall 4, 5, 6). Ticket sales have already begun. A week later. You can get a ticket. HYDE LIVE 2019 ANTI
FINAL[Date]Saturday 7 December 2019 OPEN 17:30 / START 19:06Sunday, 8 December 2019 OPEN 15:30 / START 17:06 Opening hours and performance times are scheduled. Subject to change. [Location] Makuhari Messe International Exhibition Hall 4, 5, 6[Seating area / fare]Standing block designation / reserved
seat ¥ 9,350 (tax included)No admission to preschoolers ◆ Sale on online store VAMPROSE STORE December 7, 2019 (Saturday) Sales start Sales begin at the same time as pre-sale of tour official goods. We will inform you about the official goods pre-sale start time soon. It's a sales order. Due to order sales, the
delivery schedule will be the month after the order confirmation month. Observe 35 performances on STARSET'S US tour STARSET LIVE US TOUR DIVISIONS: 2019 (September 13-November 1), Second Act HYDE was on stage on October 14 at the Live House Knitting Factory in Boise, Idaho, USA. This show was
hosted by knitting factory entertainment. Many STARSET fans gathered on the floor. But HYDE's scene, which has garnered 22 performances, is also expected by STARSET and other support act fans. When five members of the HYDE band appeared on stage, they cheered. A disaster occurred in Japan. A big typhoon
broke the city. Many fans were worried because they knew it. The set list is 7 songs. It started with WHO's GONNA SAVE US. HYDE, dressed in a black jumpsuit and black coat, covered his face with a white Venetian mask with white decoration, and began singing with a voice that was distressed. HYDE this sings feel
sad AFTER LIGHT starts. Some audiences were headbanging together. Some people come to the site listening to music, but that's not all. They understand that they have seen hyde shows several times. In FAKEDIVINE, HYDE conveys the scene in voice. A show where you can watch the theater with a rock show. With
a background on the back, he attracted the audience with his voice and HYDE removes the Venetian mask from the face. And songs by SICK. Enthusiasm for the audience with a loud, aggressive tone and performance with the help of speakers. Headbanging on stage with the band members breathing together. They
entertained the audience visually. Another Moment is a choral exercise with the audience. HYDE wants to enjoy music and make memories together. His strong emotions certainly rocked the audience and created a great chorus. The audience jumped with wow Wow ~! And a chorus. HYDE speaks to the audience in
English The next song is MAD QUALIA, fans familiar with HYDE's performance move to the front row. HYDE went down from the stage to the floor. At ORDINARY WORLD, the audience listened to the song by lighting the smartphone. In response to the disaster in Japan, prayers were put in place for people to return to
normal daily life. The support members of the HYDE band for this tour are Yas Nomura(Gt.)、Ali(Ba.) 、Shuntaro Kado(Dr.)、hico / Hiroki Horiko(key.). Everyone is looking forward to their performance on this tour. Look forward to their performance on this tour [SETLIST] 01. WHO'S GOING TO SAVE US/ 02. AFTER
LIGHT / 03. FAKEDIVINE / 04. SICK / 05. ANOTHER MOMENT / 06. MAD QUALIA / 07. ORDINARY WORLD STARSET'S US tour STARSET LIVE US TOUR DIVISIONS: 2019 (September 13-November 1) has 35 performances, HYDE is accompanied by a second act. HYDE performed on stage at the live house Of
Ace of Spades on October 5 (Saturday), in Sacramento, California. HYDE's performance was exciting every day. It was a happy miracle tonight. In the Sacramento performance, SETLIST was composed of seven songs, one more. First of all, there are four support members on stage, hico / Hikomi Horiki (key.), Ali /
Moriizumi Ari (Ba.), Yas Nomura / Nomura Yasutaka (Gt.), KadoShun / Shuntaro Kado (Dr.). And HYDE (Vo.) on stage. Blacklight is used for HYDE's live performance in 2019. Lights up when you hit a white jumpsuit, it's light blue. HYDE covers his face with a Venetian mask. He shone his face and eyes and showed him
bewitching. He shone his face and eyes and showed him bewitching The first song WHO'S GONNA SAVE US started. In the performance, Shuntaro Kado(Dr.) raises the stick with a drum break, rotates it with his fingertip and hits it again. HYDE and the audience are singalong. Wow Wow, Wow wow! The second song
AFTER LIGHT intro was headbanged by HYDE and entered the song. The audience sings with HYDE and has a session, we will never be any again of some. At the end of the song he screamed with a huge cheer. HYDE talking to HYDE is here! The fans spread. The third song is FAKEDIVINE. This song came back
because the set list became 7 songs. HYDE expands the stage with its voice. He changes his voice a great variety from angry and attracts the audience. The crowd blew a finger whistle and gave applause and cheers. The fourth song SICK was received particularly well. This song was created by Matt Brandyberry
(From Ashes to New/Vo, Gt,and Programmers). It's a mast song that excites the show. The fifth song is ANOTHER MOMENT. This song swelled with audiences and runs practice tonight as well. And HYDE suggested jumping together during the chorus. When you go into the song, Hyde suddenly resigned from the
stage to the floor. Then the first fence climbed and went into the crowd floor. Then the first fence and into the crowd climbed the floor HYDE jumps with the crowd, and invites Jump! Jump!. After that, He went back on stage. The sixth song MAD QUALIA resonated with the hand rap of the audience. A choir that shows up,
HYDE took a voice shower with his arms outstretched. The seventh song is the last ORDINARY WORLD. The audience lights the smartphone. The audience waved slowly with their arms from side to side, it's the light that made waves. He sings supported by every light. A beautiful sight had spread. It was a meaningful
time to feel a good response. HYDE talked at the end of the show Thank you very much! Enjoy the show tonight! Thank you Sacramento!, and He waved hands, finished the scene. The audience lights up smartphone [SETLIST] 01. WHO'S GOING TO SAVE US/ 02. AFTER LIGHT / 03. FAKEDIVINE / 04. SICK /
05. ANOTHER MOMENT / 06. MAD QUALIA / 07. WORLD OF THE WORLD
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